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1. Introduction
1.1 The Purpose of ECLN
The European Cultural Learning Network
(ECLN) is a Leonardo da Vinci project which
has been established to explore issues that are
relevant to ‘CulturaI Learning’, which we define
as the whole range of artistic and cultural practice
that is delivered by artists and creative people in
any social, educational or professional situation.
ECLN was tasked with increasing the profile
and connectivity of the Cultural Learning sector
across Europe and exploring and piloting new
ways of supporting people and organisations
in it. The first stage of this journey was to carry
out a piece of collaborative research to map the
work environments, practices, competences and
development narratives of some of the Artists
and Creative Freelancers and the Cultural
Organisations working in the sector across
Europe. The research was carried out in 10
countries using tools that were developed to
enable an inclusive and ecological approach.
Current and historic cultural learning activities
of artists, creative practitioners and cultural
organisations were identified and analysed from
ECLN partner networks in Croatia, Cyprus,
Estonia, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Poland,
Slovenia, Spain and the UK (more details at http://
ecln-network.com/research-tools/). The research
has been used to develop a better understanding
of cultural learning activities and the community
of practice that constitutes this sector across
Europe.
1.2 Cultural Learning Practice: the 3 Strands
of Core Activity

The research demonstrated that artists, cultural
and creative practitioners across these European
countries share their practice with others in
a range of arts and non-arts contexts. ECLN
considers these activities to be Cultural Learning
Practice and the artists, cultural and creative
practitioners who engage in cultural learning
practice are Cultural Learning Practitioners
(CLPs). The research indicated that there are 3
strands of core activity performed and integrated
by Cultural learning practitioners across Europe.
These 3 strands of core activity are i) artistic and
creative practice; ii) transferring knowledge and
skills; and iii) developing social potential. CLPs
develop their own knowledge and skills through
the experience of performing each of the 3 activity
strands and by learning to integrate or blend these
strands appropriately to meet the objectives,
requirements and challenges of specific practice
situations.
1.3 Cultural Learning Practice: the 9 Zones of
Cultural Learning
The ECLN research identified that cultural
learning practitioners respond to demand from
3 types of participant: professionals, specialists
and generalists i.e. those working in the creative
and cultural industries; passionate and talented
cultural enthusiasts; and arts and cultural
participants that engage in cultural learning for
fun, well-being or general education. Cultural
learning happens individually in 1-to-1 sessions,
in a group or when several groups come together
as a community. Denise Stanley, the Research
and Development Director of Collage Arts
and ECLN Project Facilitator combined the
3 types of demand and the 3 types of sessions
to form a matrix of the 9 zones of Cultural

Learning. All cultural learning practice can be
conceived as occurring across these 9 zones,
although in reality, the 3 demand types may be
simultaneously present in any one particular
cultural learning group or community session.
1.4 Cultural Learning Practice: Peers in a
Community of Practice
Cultural learning practitioners operate across the
9 cultural learning zones combining one or more
art-form practices with strategies for transferring
knowledge and the know-how to develop the
social potential of others. A cultural learning
session could be a felt-making workshop in an
elder day-care centre, an individual shadowing
a choreographer as they work together with
a dancer in a studio, an aspiring performers’
master-class for a local community festival, a
comedy-writers coaching session in the back
room of a bar, a sound design mentoring session
backstage at a theatre, or an informal writers’
group meeting monthly in a café. All these
individuals, groups and communities engaging
in cultural learning sessions are participants and
collaborators. They are all peers in a community
of practice. One peer learns how to give effective
mentoring or coaching support to others who
also learn how to interpret and connect the
information and skills to their current conceptual
models and prior experiences. This peer learning
process is organic and multi-directional. It is
negotiated and experiential learning in which
authority or expertise is transitory and delegated
rather than fixed, assumed or given.
1.5 Cultural Learning Practice: Evaluation of
Cultural Learning
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The ECLN research found that the work of
cultural learning practitioners is mostly evaluated
by the participants. There are slightly lower
percentages of artists and cultural organisations
using self-evaluation. However, the lowest
percentage of evaluators used by the sector is
recorded as external stakeholders. These are
not delivering the activities nor participating in
the sessions. This could indicate a reluctance to
seek feedback from individuals or organisations
which might be unfamiliar with cultural learning
practices or whose work and experience is
underpinned by different values. If there is a
demand for external evaluation by artists and
cultural organisations but it is not currently
available to them because of differing priorities
or perspectives and incongruent values, then this
is something that can be addressed. ECLN could
provide the opportunity for cultural learning
practitioners to engage with their own wider
community of practice across Europe for this
type of evaluation. This would improve access
to external evaluation for the sector whilst
ensuring the commonality of priorities and
perspectives and shared values. ECLN would be
well placed to harness the unrealised potential
of peer-evaluation on a larger scale and provide
the impetus for cultural learning practitioners
and cultural organisations to access external
evaluation. (All the material from ECLN research
can be found at http://ecln-network.com/
research-tools/)
1.6 Cultural Learning Practice: 3
Occupational Profiles
ECLN adopted the 3 occupational profiles of
the Cultural Learning Practitioner from the
Euro-Aspire Project, which was developed in

response to the need for the recognition and
validation of the complex competencies used by
the workforce contributing to Cultural Learning
and Participatory Arts in Europe for over
30 years. The work of the Euro-Aspire Project
was carried out collaboratively with employers
and contractors in the sector facilitated by
the current ECLN Project Facilitator. Some
of the ECLN partners were involved in the
development process of Euro-Aspire as Peer
Leaders in the Cultural Learning sector in
Europe. The Euro-Aspire project was funded by
the Leonardo Life-Long Learning Programme of
the European Commission. The main objective of
the Euro-Aspire project was to address perceived
and actual inequalities inside and outside the
sector between the recognition and validation
of formally gained skills and knowledge in
Universities and Colleges and those gained nonformally through employment, self-employment
or practical experience. The Euro-Aspire
Validation Programme developed 3 profiles of
the competencies of workers, freelancers and
volunteers in the Cultural Learning Sector
across Europe, operating at Level 3 (apprentice),
Level 5 (competent) and Level 7 (proficient),
according to the benchmarks of the European
Qualifications Framework. For a Cultural
Learning Practitioners to achieve the level of a
particular occupational profile, they must be able
to demonstrate that they have achieved each of
the competencies in each of the 3 strands of core
activity whilst performing in authentic Cultural
Learning situations.
1.7 Cultural Learning Practice: a Curriculum
for Cultural Learning
ECLN partners developed a core curriculum for

Cultural Learning based on the premises gained
through the research results. The ECLN Core
Curriculum consists of the 3 strands of core
activity and the essential competency groups
within each strand for developing the cultural
learning practitioner to work across all of the 9
cultural learning zones in the European context.
ECLN developed this core curriculum further and
produced a syllabus and key reflective practice
tools that could be relevant and useful to Cultural
Learning practitioners at any stage of their
practice, whether they are a newcomer, a regular
practitioner or an old timer. These are suitable for
arts-based and non-arts based Cultural Learning
contexts and for non-formal, informal and formal
situations. This is the ECLN Curriculum Kit.

2. Introducing the ECLN Curriculum
2.1 The ECLN Curriculum: A Customisable or
Open Curriculum
The ECLN Curriculum is primarily for Artists
and Cultural Organisations and other Cultural
learning Practitioners and may also be of interest
to anyone concerned with Cultural Learning in
the European Context. The Curriculum has been
developed using the ECLN research findings and
testing these in live practice situations through a
collaborative process with all the ECLN partners.
The Curriculum can be customised to suit the
learning needs, work experience and working
situations of individual freelance workers,
professional networks and cultural organisation
employers across the Cultural Learning sector in
Europe. The Curriculum has some ‘open’ aspects
that can be determined entirely by the users. This
gives it the necessary flexibility to fit an individual

The ECLN Core
Curriculum for
Cultural Learning:
Activity Strand 1:
Artistic or Creative Practice
Creative Processes
Artistic Techniques
Cultural Contexts
Activity Strand 2:
Transferring Knowledge and Skills
Mentoring
Coaching
Training
Activity Strand 3:
Developing Social Potential
Self-Awareness
Communication
Teamwork

or organisational profile within the extremely
diverse range of working situations typical of
Cultural Learning activities. However, case study
examples of alternative working situations can
be used as learning resources for individuals to
transfer the knowledge and skills gained in one
or more particular Cultural Learning contexts to
others. These case studies provide examples of the
differences between working situations of peer
practitioners and cultural organisations from
other countries, those using different art-forms or
delivering to different participants and happening
in arts-based and non-arts-based environments.
This open approach to workforce development
enables Cultural Learning practitioners to map
and review their own practice within the broader
landscape of their peers in other European
countries and to determine their own pathway by
using the customisable syllabus. This approach
enables learning from individual experience

through reflective practice, highly customised
and relevant learning goals and avoids rigid
prescriptiveness or an overly narrow focus
for individual or collective development. The
ECLN Curriculum has been developed to form
the Cultural Learning Open Curriculum Kit
(CLOCK) which can be used to suit individual and
organisational development needs and priorities
using a self-determined time-scale or pace.

evaluation scheme that reviews peers against the
competencies of occupational profiles created by
employers and contractors in the sector. CLOCK
can be used to recognise and validate the existing
competencies of a Cultural Learning practitioner.
It can also be used as a tool to work towards and
gain the competencies of any of the 3 occupational
profiles that have been developed using the EuroAspire Validation Framework (see 1.6 above).

2.2 ECLN CLOCK: Opportunities for Self and
Peer Evaluation

3 ECLN CLOCK User Guide and
Tools

The need for evaluating Cultural Learning
practice has been addressed in the CLOCK by
facilitating self-evaluation through the use of
guided reflection tools and by providing the
opportunity for external evaluation. Access
to external evaluation is made possible by
integrating a broad and international peer-

3.1 ECLN CLOCK User Guide: introduction

The various tools in the ECLN Cultural Learning Open Curriculum Kit
3 Cultural Learning Practitioner Competency Profiles (Apprentice , Competent,
Proficient)
A Curriculum and Syllabus for Cultural Learning
3 Reflective Practice Tools for the 3 Strands of Activity
Case Studies using the 7P Framework
User Guide
All of the tools are embedded in Section 3: the User Guide Section of this document.

The ECLN Cultural Learning Open Curriculum
Kit consists of a curriculum, a general syllabus
and a customisable syllabus. It contains tools with
learning resource material to provide a mirror
for your own cultural learning practice or that of
your network or organisation. The tools help to
locate what you do within the Cultural Learning
sector or your community of practice. CLOCK
helps you to understand how your practice
relates to that of your peers, other cultural
learning practitioners or cultural learning
organisations across Europe. ECLN has found a
general consensus through research about what
constitutes a core curriculum for cultural learning
practice in Europe, even though there is a very
broad spectrum of this practice occurring across
different European countries. The tools will help
you to identify and evaluate how consistent you
are in your practice. They do this by enabling you
to record which contexts you engage in and which
strategies you regularly or seldom use for various
reasons. They ask you to reflect on your current
Cultural Learning practice and to use CLOCK to
explore, develop or refresh specific areas of that
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The 7-P Framework:
Purpose:
What are the aims and objectives of the CLS?
People:
Who is participating in the CLS?
Place:
Where will the CLS happen?
Plans:
What will be needed for the CLS?
Progress:
How will progress be recognised during the CLS ?
Perspectives: What needs to be held in mind throughout the CLS?
Products:
What has been realised through the CLS?

practice. CLOCK provides the opportunity for
you and other Cultural Learning Practitioners
to engage in self-reflection, peer-evaluation
and non-prescriptive but well-charted and
recognised development. You can map,
share and review the process of this and the
outcomes with your peers.
The methods used to enable you to reflect on
your own current practice and to identify areas
in which you can develop your practice has
been developed by the ECLN partners, who are
Cultural Learning Practitioners, Employers
or Contractors in the sector. You can also use
CLOCK to monitor the consistency of your
practice and the breadth and depth of your
experience, i.e. which strategies you regularly
use or have never used within your practice.
CLOCK can deliver real benefits when used
within a network or as part of an organisation
as the strengths of peers can be identified and

then matched with other peers wishing to develop
these strengths and vice versa.
The diversity of Cultural Learning practice
situations across Europe means that a ‘one-size
fits all’ approach will not work. CLOCK uses an
approach based on asking a set of consistent
questions for all Cultural Learning situations
based on the occupational profiles of Cultural
Learning practitioners at 3 different stages of
their careers (apprentice, competent, proficient).
These questions have been used to create the
ECLN 7-P Framework which enables Cultural
Learning practitioners to identify the key
characteristics of every cultural learning session
whether this happened in the past, is happening
currently or will happen in the future.
As part of the ECLN project, partners tested the
ECLN core-curriculum in their countries and
presented mini-case studies about the CLS that

occurred during this process. These case studies
have been structured using the 7-P Framework
so that they can be used as learning resource
material with CLOCK.
ECLN partners recognises that cultural learning
practitioners learn through practice and so
CLOCK bridges the general syllabus of the core
curriculum with the customisable or open syllabus
of Cultural Learning sessions that occur in a
particular country, organisation or individual
portfolio. This bridging feature also enables the
planned and actual application of competencies to
any Cultural Learning session.
3.2 CLOCK: Occupational profiles
These 3 Occupational Profiles have been used by
ECLN because they demonstrate the progression
of a Cultural Learning Practitioner from
Apprentice to Competent and from Competent

to Proficient practitioner. ECLN research
confirmed the relevance of the Euro-Aspire
profiles and competencies to ECLN partners and
their networks across the 10 countries. The 3
profiles have informed and influenced the ECLN
tools so that you can use these to chart your own
development needs and also for the recognition
and validation of your professional competencies
in Cultural Learning practice.
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3.3 CLOCK: A Curriculum and Syllabus Tool
for Cultural Learning
In the Curriculum and Syllabus Tool you will see
that the ECLN Curriculum is represented by the
3 core activity strands and the main competency
groups under each of the strands. The Syllabus
has been developed from the curriculum by
identifying appropriate sub-topics for each of the
competency groups and then these are combined
with the 7-P framework (see 3.1 above) that
identifies the key characteristics in any Cultural
Learning Situation. This was constructed by the
project facilitator based on an analysis of the pilot
testing phase of the curriculum.
In the tool, the 3 strands of activity are presented
on the left-hand side with key themes and related
topics and the 7-P Framework is presented at the
top of the tool providing the key characteristics
of any Cultural Learning Session. These form a
matrix which maps a general syllabus for Cultural
Learning. You can use the tool to plan, choose
and prioritise the use of specific competencies
in relation to the characteristics of any current
or future Cultural Learning session and also
to reflect on your own choices or the choices
of others against the actual characteristics of
Cultural Learning sessions that have happened in
the past.
The key characteristics of any Cultural Learning
Session are also the key variables between
different Cultural Learning sessions and this is
where the facility for individual or organisational
customisation is given. There is a space for you to
give a summary of the key points under each of the
7-Ps. This enables you to construct a customised
syllabus for every actual or theoretical cultural

learning session. The 7-P framework provides
a simple way for you to ‘record’ and ‘playback’
the objectives, requirements, challenges and
outcomes for every Cultural Learning session in
the past, present or future.
You can record your specific learning goals by
identifying specific competencies in the learning
agenda column with start and achievement dates,
irrespective of whether you or your organisation
or contractor are using the general or customised
syllabus.
This tool is particularly useful for you to be
able to demonstrate the transferability of your
competencies because it enables a relationship to
be identified between the competencies used by
you in one specific Cultural Learning session and
those in another, whether it is similar or not. This
relationship can be monitored and compared over
time by you or alongside other practitioners in an
organisation or with your peers across a network.
This tool provides a way in which you can plan
to learn competencies in one context and then
monitor how and when you are able to transfer
these competencies to other contexts. In this way,
the Curriculum and Syllabus Tool can be used as
an effective planning and evaluation tool as well
as a learning resource.

The ECLN CLOCK Curriculum and Syllabus
Tool can be used by you, your employer or
contractor to
a) identify the knowledge and skills from each of
the 3 strands of core activity;
b) identify the key characteristics or variables of a
Cultural Learning session;
c) connect or apply the knowledge and skills
from the 3 strands of activity to the key
characteristics of one or more cultural
learning sessions;
d) to analyse choices and priorities in the
application of Cultural Learning competencies
to Cultural Learning sessions in the past;
e) to plan and choose priorities in the application
of Cultural Learning competencies to Cultural
Learning sessions in the future;
f ) to identify individual or group learning agendas;
g) to record achievement against learning agendas;
h) to demonstrate individual or group
competencies when applying knowledge and
skills to Cultural Learning sessions reflecting
on their own practice or by using case study
examples;
i) to plan, monitor and evaluate the
transferability of individual or group
competencies acquired through experience
in one context to other Cultural Learning
sessions;

Cultural Learning Open Curriculum

1. Add the details of the Cultural Learning
Situation using the horizontal column (7Ps)
2. Go through each of the activity strands
identifying which competency groups and
competencies are High, Medium and Low
priorities for each of the Ps

Strands, themes And topics

Activity StrAnd 1
Artistic Practice

3. Identify any development needs and record
these in the Learning Agenda column
together with the Start/Complete dates, as
appropriate.

Learning Agenda:

Purpose:

People:

Place:

Plans:

Progress:

Perspectives:

Products:

Start/Achieve Dates

What are the key aims?

Who is participating?
1.

Which key resources
will be needed?

How will progress be
measured?

What needs to be held
in mind?

What will be realised?

1.
2.

2.

What contexts,
locations, frequency,
duration, etc.

1.

1.

1.

3.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

1.

4.

4.

3.

3.

3.

5.

5.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities

2.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

creative Process

Priorities

Priorities

1.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

Being playful, practical
and creative
Formulating and expressing ideas
Moving from ideas to realisation
Experiencing each of the stages
Innovating, synthesising or
re-configuring
Artistic techniques
Using or adapting art-form
structures
Using or adapting art-form
equipment + tools
Using or adapting art-form materials
Combining art-form practices
cultural contexts
In an arts-based context
In a non-arts-based context
Frequency and time-scale of context
Cross-cultural and Diversity
considerations

Cultural Learning Open Curriculum

1. Add the details of the Cultural Learning
Situation using the horizontal column (7Ps)
2. Go through each of the activity strands
identifying which competency groups and
competencies are High, Medium and Low
priorities for each of the Ps

Strands, themes And topics

Activity StrAnd 2

Transferring Knowledge
+ Skills

3. Identify any development needs and record
these in the Learning Agenda column
together with the Start/Complete dates, as
appropriate.

Learning Agenda:

Purpose:

People:

Place:

Plans:

Progress:

Perspectives:

Products:

Start/Achieve Dates

What are the key aims?

Who is participating?
1.

Which key resources
will be needed?

How will progress be
measured?

What needs to be held
in mind?

What will be realised?

1.
2.

2.

What contexts,
locations, frequency,
duration, etc.

1.

1.

1.

3.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

1.

4.

4.

3.

3.

3.

5.

5.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities

2.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

Mentoring

Priorities

Priorities

1.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

Respecting diversity and
understanding values
Using effective communication
Using advocacy and having access
to networks
Being a life-long learner
Negotiating process and content
with mentee(s)
Using effective constructive feedback
to support learning

coaching
Respecting diversity and
understanding values
Using effective communication
Anticipating and solving problems
Using different leadership styles as
appropriate
Negotiating process and content with
coachee(s)
Using effective constructive feedback
to support learning

training
Respecting diversity and
understanding values
Using effective communication
Negotiating process and content
with trainee(s)
Supervising trainee(s) with
adaptive styles
Using effective constructive feedback
to support learning

Cultural Learning Open Curriculum

1. Add the details of the Cultural Learning
Situation using the horizontal column (7Ps)
2. Go through each of the activity strands
identifying which competency groups and
competencies are High, Medium and Low
priorities for each of the Ps

Strands, themes And topics

Activity StrAnd 3
Developing Social
Potential

3. Identify any development needs and record
these in the Learning Agenda column
together with the Start/Complete dates, as
appropriate.

Learning Agenda:

Purpose:

People:

Place:

Plans:

Progress:

Perspectives:

Products:

Start/Achieve Dates

What are the key aims?

Who is participating?
1.

Which key resources
will be needed?

How will progress be
measured?

What needs to be held
in mind?

What will be realised?

1.
2.

2.

What contexts,
locations, frequency,
duration, etc.

1.

1.

1.

3.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

1.

4.

4.

3.

3.

3.

5.

5.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities

2.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

Self-Awareness

Priorities

Priorities

1.
3.
4.
5.

Priorities

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Low

Personal Strengths
Personal Limits or Challenges
Personal Values
Personal Goals
Awareness of how these impact
your behaviour

communication
Diversity + Values
Active Listening: tone, emotions,
body language, words
Checking Interpretation
Responding
Communication for different media
Preparing for dialogue
Evaluating communication
for effectiveness

teamwork
Respecting diversity and
understanding values
Creating a positive working culture
Ensuring inclusion of all team members
even when absent
Negotiating process and content
collaboratively
Anticipating and solving problems
Using effective constructive feedback
to support team
Evaluating teamwork and team outcomes
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3.4 CLOCK: Reflective Practice Tools for
the 3 Strands of Activity
3.4.1 ARTISTIC AND CREATIVE
PRACTICE: The CLOCK Artist and
Cultural Organisation Archetypes
The two charts of ECLN archetypes were
developed from the analysis of recordings and
sketched narratives about the life-journeys
of artists and the developmental journeys of
cultural organisations engaging in cultural
learning practice in Europe. The narratives
were collected during the ECLN research
phase, the archetypes devised by Eddy
Thomsen and Denise Stanley, both researchers
in ECLN and the illustrations drawn and
produced by the illustrator, Rosie Chomet.
These archetypes represent the artists and
cultural organisations in the networks of
the ECLN partners. An empathy mapping
workshop was carried out by partners on
each of the archetypes, as a creative form of
ECLN stakeholder analysis. The results of this
workshop gave a playful sketch of the character
of each archetype and the hopes and fears that
might motivate that particular archetype. All
these narratives were given by individuals
and senior managers of organisations who are
current contacts in ECLN partner networks
and known by partners. This sub-conscious
and playful approach in using these narratives
unlocked some valuable insights about what
different stakeholders would value from a
Cultural Learning network in the future. You
can use these archetype characters and their
respective hopes and fears as a kind of mirror

or tool for reflection. They are a resource for
you to explore playfully. You can identify your
own characterisation tendency, perhaps you
see yourself or your organisation as one of these
archetypes or perhaps you are a combination of 2
or 3 archetypes.
If you are an artist that is a cultural learning
practitioner, when you have looked at the bird
images, read their characteristics and their
hopes and fears you can reflect on the following
questions:

Which bird archetypes are you drawn to
and why?
Which repel you and why?
How do your own hopes and fears relate to
those of the bird archetypes?
Which bird archetype is the most like you?
What are the artistic or creative strengths and
limits of this archetype?
How do these archetype’s strengths and
limits relate to your own artistic or creative
strengths and limits?
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If you are the senior manager of a cultural
organisation delivering cultural learning
practice, when you have looked at the plant
images, read their characteristics and their
hopes and fears you can reflect on the following
questions:
Which plant archetypes are you drawn to
and why?
Which repel you and why?
How do your own hopes and fears or those
of your organisation relate to those of the
plant archetypes?
Which plant archetype is the most like your
organisation?
What are the creative strengths and limits
of this archetype?
How do these archetype’s strengths and
limits relate to the creative strengths and
limits of your own organisation?
This is a creative tool which can be used to
develop greater insight into the hopes and fears
of your own stakeholders. If, so, then:
Which of the ECLN archetypes might
represent people associated with your own
work?
Which of the ECLN archetypes might
represent the organisations that you work
with or for?

You may be inspired to develop archetypes for
your own network or organisation. Why not try
using objects, movements, sounds, colours or
shapes rather than ECLN natural organisms. If
so, then:
What specific object, colour, sound or shape
reminds you of the CEO of your organisation
or your principal contractor or investor?
In relation to the ECLN project, the conclusions
drawn from the empathy mapping exercise
directed some thought towards how a European
Community of Practice network might address
some of the hopes and fears of their stakeholders.
Here are a few of the ideas developed:
A European Cultural Learning Network could
encourage you to: ‘seek adventure’…. or…
to ‘promote the beautiful’…..’ or perhaps to
‘access’ the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

leadership roles
development and support
appreciation and understanding
contacts
sharing solutions
like-minded peers
ad-hoc, on-line contacts
expression and inspiration
influence
current thinking and doing
monitoring and predicting change;
survival
collaborative-innovation
socialising
spreading ideas and practice;
looking for opportunities

q) strategic positioning
r) sharing how to dealing with macro-trends
across countries
s) peer evaluation and recognition and
validation programmes
t) trans-national continuing professional
development
u) international visibility
v) international community of practice
forum
Which of these appeal to you? Which would
you like to initiate or get involved with? Which
would you most benefit from? Do any of these
reflect your own aspirations for yourself or
your organisation? Do any of these address
your worries, concerns or fears?
Hold these thoughts and reflect on them for a
while. What do you notice? What action could
you take to further your hopes and help to
alleviate your fears?

3.4.2 TRANSFERRING KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILLS: The CLOCK Knowledge and Skills
Transfer Tool
As a Cultural Learning practitioner in a Cultural
Learning session you continually transmit or
transfer knowledge and skills to your peers using
different strategies, some are consciously engaged
by you and others are used unconsciously. The
Knowledge and Skills Transfer Tool helps you
to become aware of the different strategies that
are used consciously and unconsciously to share
practice and transfer knowledge and skills to
others.
All the strategies used in this tool are described in
relation to the ‘positioning’ that occurs between
peers.
a) In-Front;
b) Alongside;
c) Behind;
The positioning between peers is rarely
permanently fixed as peers change their position
in relation to each other as they engage together
over time, to meet objectives or pursue activities
or projects.
All the strategies used in this tool can fit into 1
or more of these 3 categories and they have been
placed in the most obvious. You can add them to
any other category, as appropriate. The tool aims
to enable individuals engaging in cultural learning
to reflect on their current practice and to identify
any areas in which they can potentially develop
their future practice.
This tool aims to help you to:

a) Recognise and understand strategies used for
transferring knowledge and skills to others;
b) Monitor your own use of strategies for
transferring knowledge and skills to others and
any conscious or unconscious preferences you
have for these;
c) Identify your own development needs for
furthering your own practice in this strand of
activity;
d) Find potential learning opportunities to
broaden your knowledge and skills in this area;
The tool can deliver real benefit when used as
part of a Community of Practice within a local
network, organisation, region or international
network as it can identify peers who have specific
experience in using certain strategies and connect
them with peers who wish to develop these
strategies as part of their own practice.
If you are using this tool as part of a peer
network or as part of an organisation it will
also help you to:
e) Find peers to support you with your own
development goals;
f ) Find peers to encourage and support with
their development goals;
g) Connect with other peers to engage in
collective learning and development;
You will need to make 5 physical or electronic
copies of the tool and then follow the 10 steps
below. You need to allocate a period of time
in which you will have carried out 60 hours
of practice. This could be a couple of weeks, a
month or three months. It doesn’t matter. Here
are the steps to follow for you to use the tool for
self-evaluation, reflection and identifying your

development goals.
Step 1: This first step records your perception or
what you think you do in your practice.
a) First, have a look at the tool.
b) Notice that on the vertical axis you will see
a list of strategies that are grouped under
different headings.
c) Now, notice that along the horizontal axis you
will see the 3 demand types (professional;
specialist and generalist) and for each of these
the 3 types of sessions: 1-1, with a group or with
a community (made up of at least 2 different
groups). These are the 9 zones of cultural
learning.
d) Now, select from this horizontal list each of
the contexts that you engage in and crossreference each of these with the strategies you
consider that you use either a) regularly b)
sometimes c) seldom or d) never.
e) Mark the relevant boxes in the matrix with the
appropriate letter a),b),c), or d).
f ) Label this copy of the matrix ‘ESTIMATE’ and
record the date.
Step 2: This second step records your actual
practice in a first 20 hour period of practice.
a) Now, choose a practice period of 20 hours of
practice over a week, a fortnight or a month
and so on, whichever is appropriate for you
and using a fresh copy of the matrix, label it
with ACTUAL (1) and record the starting and
finishing dates of the 20 hour period.
b) During this 20 hour period, as soon as possible
after every practice session, record what the
session was and which strategies you actually
used in the session using pencil or italic typeface.

c) Mark the very first time you record a strategy
with a (1) and then record any repeated
strategies with a number (2), (3), (4) etc.
d) At the end of the 20 hour practice period then
mark the relevant box in the matrix with ink
or bold typeface to identify which strategies
you actually used a) regularly, b) sometimes,
c) seldom, or d) never, in relation to which
sessions you engaged in based on what you
actually did.
Steps 3 and 4: This third and fourth step
records your actions for a further 40 hours of
practice.
a) Repeat Step 2 for two further 20 hour practice
period labelling fresh copies of the matrix
ACTUAL (2) and ACTUAL (3) recording the
start and finish dates, respectively.
Step 5: This fifth step compiles all your actions
and records these in a practice Summary.
a) Now, examine what you have recorded on the
each of the 3 matrices labelled ‘ACTUAL’ 1,2
and 3 and compare these with each other. Do
they differ? If so, how?
Reflect on any potential reasons for this?
b) Then, make a summary of these 3 matrices on
the last copy of the relevant matrix. Label this
‘SUMMARY’ and put the date.
Step 6: This sixth step compares your estimate
with a summary to identify strategies currently
used in your practice.
a) Now, compare the ‘SUMMARY’ matrix with

the one labelled ‘ESTIMATE’. Do they differ?
If so, then how? Reflect on any potential
reasons for this?
b) Are there any strategies in sessions that you
recorded as a), b), or c) in your current practice
‘SUMMARY’ that are NOT included in your
‘ESTIMATE’. How and when did you gain
experience of using these?
c) Are there any strategies in sessions that you
recorded as a), b), or c) in your ‘ESTIMATE’
‘that are NOT included in your ‘SUMMARY’.
Why are you not currently using these
strategies? Do you need to refresh your
approach to using these?
Step 7: This seventh step identifies strategies
seldom or never used in your current practice.
a) Now, examine the ‘ESTIMATE’ and
‘SUMMARY’ matrices to identify any
strategies in sessions that you recorded c) or d)
in your current practice.
b) Why are these strategies seldom or never
used in your current practice?
c) Could you include these in your own
practice? What impact would this have on
your current and future practice? Would
this be appropriate for your development at
this time?
d) Where and how could you gain experience
of using these?
e) Can you try this strategy out for yourself in
your current practice and then reflect on the
experience by yourself or with peers?
f ) If you require peer support, ask any of your
current peers or find some new peers through
ECLN or other networks.

Step 8: This eighth step identifies which of the 9
cultural learning zones you currently practice in.
a) Now, examine the ‘ESTIMATE’ and
‘SUMMARY’ matrices to identify any of the
9 cultural learning zones that you currently
practice in but these are NOT included in your
‘ESTIMATE’. How and when did you gain
experience of engaging in these zones?
b) Are there any of the 9 cultural learning zones
that you recorded in your ‘ESTIMATE’ ‘that
are NOT included in your ‘SUMMARY’.
Why are you not currently engaging in
these zones? Do you need to refresh your
approach to engaging in these?
Step 9: This ninth step identifies which of the
9 cultural learning zones you currently rarely or
never practice in.
a) Finally, examine the ‘ESTIMATE’ and
‘SUMMARY’ matrices to identify any of the 9
cultural learning zones which are not marked as
being part of your current or estimated practice.
b) Why are these zones not evident in your
current practice?
c) Could you include these in your own
practice? What impact would this have on
your current and future practice? Would
this be appropriate for your development at
this time?
d) Where and how could you gain experience
of engaging in these?
e) Can you try this strategy out for yourself in
your current practice and then reflect on the
experience by yourself or with peers?
f ) If you require peer support, ask any of your
current peers or find some new peers through
ECLN or other networks.
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NOTES:
UP/DOWN AXIS: Strategies used
LEFT/RIGHT AXIS: Cultural Learning Sessions

Knowledge+Skills Transfer Tool

In-Front Type Strategies
Definitions

Advise

Offer Suggestions About Best Course Of Action

Be A Role Model

Be Looked To By Others As An Example To Follow

Challenge

Call To Participate In Something That Tests Abilities

Coach

Instruct Individuals For A Specific Context

Connect

Bring Together,Make A Real Or Notional Link

Criticise

Express A Judgement About An Artistic Work

Demonstrate

Give A Practical Exhibition Or Explanation Of Skill

Develop

Enabling Individuals To Further Skills And Abilities

Empower

Increase Confidence To Claim Rights, Be Stronger

Guide

Direct, Influence, Show Or Indicate The Way

Hone

Refine Or Perfect Skills Or Performance Over Time

Improvise

Produce Something With Whatever Is Available

Inform

Give Facts Or Information About Something

Inspire

Fill With Urge Or Ability To Do Something Creative

Lead

Be A Principal Participant Or Organise And Direct

Manage

Maintain Control Over And Be In Charge Of

Mediate

Intervene In A Dispute To Bring About Agreement

Mentor

Give Trusted Advice Based On Relevant Experience

Provoke

Stimulate A Reaction To Feeling Or Action

Question

Request Information, Perspective Or Feedback

Reframe

Express Ideas Differently To Give Other Perspectives

Shape

Influence, Form Or Produce Something

Supervise

Observe And Direct The Activities Or Tasks Of Others

Teach

Give Information Or Instruction In A Subject Or Skill

Train

Instruct In A Skill Or Behaviour Through Practice

Tutor

Teach Privately In One-To-One Or In A Small Group

Other

A. Select strategies used in Sessions
B. How often used:
a) Regularly
b) Sometimes
c) Seldom
d) Never
Place a),b),c) or d) in appropriate cell

Generalist Participants

Specialist Participants

Professional Participants

Fun, Social, Health,General Education;

Developing cultural enthusiasts;

developing cultural professionals;

One-To-One

One-To-One

Group

Community

Group

Community

One-To-One

Group

Community

Cultural Learning Open Curriculum

NOTES:
UP/DOWN AXIS: Strategies used
LEFT/RIGHT AXIS: Cultural Learning Sessions

Knowledge+Skills Transfer Tool

Alongside Type Strategies
Definitions

Accompany

Be With Another Person Or Persons

Brainstorm

Produce Ideain A Spontaneous Group Discussion

Change

Get Rid Of Something In Exchange For Something Else

Co-Create

Bring Something Into Being Because Of Joint Action

Collaborate

Work Jointly On An Activity Or Project With Others

Combine

Join For A Common Purpose Or To Make Unity

Debate

Argue With The Aim Of Including Different Viewpoints

Develop

Elaborate By Modification

Discuss

Talk About A Topic From Different Perspectives

Do

Perform An Action Or Task Or Give A Performance

Explore

Experience And Inquire Into The Unfamiliar

Imagine

Form A Mental Image Or Concept About Something

Listen

Be Alert, Taking Notice Of What Someone Says

Make

Form Something By Combining Parts Or Substances

Participate

Be Involved Or Take Part In An Activity Or Project

Play

Engage In Activity For Enjoyment And Recreation

Remove

Dismiss Or Get Rid Of Something No Longer Wanted

Respond

React Quickly Or Positively To A Person Or Action

Share

Contribute To, Use Or Occupy Something With Others

Visualise

Think About, Plan Or Imagine The Future

Other

A. Select strategies used in Sessions
B. How often used:
a) Regularly
b) Sometimes
c) Seldom
d) Never
Place a),b),c) or d) in appropriate cell

Generalist Participants

Specialist Participants

Professional Participants

Fun, Social, Health,General Education;

Developing cultural enthusiasts;

developing cultural professionals;

One-To-One

One-To-One

Group

Community

Group

Community

One-To-One

Group

Community
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NOTES:
UP/DOWN AXIS: Strategies used
LEFT/RIGHT AXIS: Cultural Learning Sessions

Knowledge+Skills Transfer Tool

Behind Type Strategies
Definitions

Analyse

Closely Examine To Understand, Explain Or Interpret

Broker

Arrange Or Negotiate Agreements For Others

Counsel

Give Advice To Someone To Help Them Resolve Issues

Facilitate

Make An Action Or Process Easier For Someone

Observe

Watch An Activity Carefully And Attentively

Reflect

Think Deeply Or Carefully About Something

Review

Assess Or Evaluate Something Against Criteria

Support

Give Approval, Comfort And Encouragement

Theorize

Form A Theory Or Create A Premise Or Framework

A. Select strategies used in Sessions
B. How often used:
a) Regularly
b) Sometimes
c) Seldom
d) Never
Place a),b),c) or d) in appropriate cell

Generalist Participants

Specialist Participants

Professional Participants

Fun, Social, Health,General Education;

Developing cultural enthusiasts;

developing cultural professionals;

One-To-One

One-To-One

Group

Community

Group

Community

One-To-One

Group

Community

3.4.3 DEVELOPING SOCIAL POTENTIAL:
The CLOCK Social Development Tool
You are an Artist, Creative freelancer or Cultural
Learning practitioner who shares your practice
in a range of arts and non-arts settings with
others. You are a peer in a Community of Practice
that constitutes the Cultural Learning sector.
You will also, very likely, be members of the
practice community of your art-form or creative
specialism. You will, of course, belong to other
communities of practice or interest, as well.
Every community has its protocols, symbols, roles
and relationships for its members to adhere to,
use, play and engage in respectively. It is by these
social tools that members recognise themselves
and each other as community members and
participants, contributors and ‘insiders’.
Communities are dynamic and diverse; they blend
tradition with innovation; they absorb, adopt,
and adapt knowledge, skills and attitudes and
bequeath these to a new generation of members
who will drop, develop or maintain them. The
CLOCK Social Development Tool is used to
identify the types of social skills and behaviour
that this community of practice engages in and
aims to encourage and develop among peers.
The partners of ECLN have identified that the
following social competencies are developed
through engaging in Cultural Learning contexts:
a) ability to communicate effectively with
others;
b) being self-aware and understanding the
strengths and limits of your own practice and
the impact of this on others;
c) ability to adapt your practice to different
places, with different people and for different

objectives;
d) ability to participate as a team member
and collaborate in group work;
e) know how to manage personal projects and
your contribution to group projects;
f ) know how and when to use initiative;
g) being aware of cross-cultural issues;
h) ability to demonstrate integrity or adhere to
an ethical or safe-guarding code;
i) ability to network with others inside and
outside the sector;
j) ability to work effectively and
simultaneously or sequentially on more
than one project;
k) ability to understand, use and explain the
concepts involved in Cultural Learning;
l) ability to sustainably use and manage
resources and materials and to dispose
of any waste materials and equipment
responsibly;
m) ability to work independently without close
supervision;
n) ability to demonstrate respect and
empathy to other people, regardless of any
conflicting values or issues;
You can use the Social Development Tool to
evaluate if these competencies are being clearly
demonstrated through your own behaviour when
you are engaging in Cultural Learning Practice.
This tool helps you to assess your use of these
social development competencies through specific
behaviours in Cultural Learning contexts. It also
enables you to become aware of the consistency in
which you include these behaviours and helps you
to identify your development needs in this area.
There are 3 steps involved in using the Social
Development Tool:

Step 1: Select each of the competences from the
list of Social Development competencies in turn
and reflect on your current practice recording
your answers to each of the following statements
on the tool and supplying further information as
appropriate.
a) I can demonstrate this competence in a
specific current situation, but not necessarily
in a Cultural Learning context. (Give example);
b) I exhibit behaviour that demonstrates this
competence in a Cultural Learning context:
continually; frequently; occasionally; rarely;
never;(select one);
c) I can name one or more people who have
observed me demonstrating this competence
in a Cultural Learning context: (give name/
s);OR
d) I have digital or physical cultural learning
products, references, reviews or narratives
that demonstrate that I have met this
competence; (provide details);
Step 2: Identify any competencies that you wish
to develop or further develop using Step 1 as a
base-line.
a) You could begin by focusing on those social
development competencies that you have
demonstrated in other current situations that
could be transferred to Cultural Learning
practice settings.
b) You could identify other social competencies
to develop or further develop.
c) Choose an appropriate period to work in
e.g. 3, 6, 9 or 12 months, and work towards
understanding how to achieve the competence
and then how to demonstrate it consistently,
as required.

d) If appropriate, get some hands-on support
from a more experienced peer who can also act
as an observer for Step 1, part c).
e) You could also use a video-recording to
monitor your behaviour during a Cultural
Learning session with the permission of all
participants and use this to reflect on the
specific social development competencies
you demonstrated in this Cultural Learning
session.
Step 3: Following the appropriate time-scale
chosen for development, e.g.12 months, then
create a new baseline for your practice in this
activity strand. You can do this by reviewing and
updating a)-d) in Step 1.
The Social Development Tool can help you to
become familiar with work-based methods of
recognising and validating competencies. The
process of recognition and validation is carried
out by compiling and submitting support material
and other documentation to demonstrate your
achievement of specific competencies in Cultural
Learning contexts. This tool will give insight
into how to prepare if you should wish to have
your competencies validated for the appropriate
occupational profile for your level of professional
experience.
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Social Development Tool

Developing Social Potential To:

Current Example

Frequency
Abbreviation
Continually:
Frequently:
Occasionally:
Rarely:
Never:

Communicate Effectively With Others
Self-Aware, Strengths And Limits Of
Practice And Impact Of This On Others
Adapt Your Practice To Different Places,
Different Participants And Purposes
Participate As A Team Member And
Colloborate In Group Work
Manage Personal Projects
Know How And When To Use Initiative
Awareness Of Cross-Cultral Issues
Demonstrate Integrity Or Adhere To An
Ethical Code
Network With Others Inside And
Outsidethe Sector
Work Effectively And Simultaneously Or
Sequentially On More Than One Project
Understand, Use And Explain The
Concepts Involved In Cultural Learning To
Others
Sustainably Use And Manage Resources
And Materials Including Disposal Of Waste
Work Independently Without Close
Supervision
Demonstrate Respect And Empathy To
Others Regardless Of Conflicting Values Or
Issues

Observed By:
C
F
O
R
N

Digital/Physical
Products

Base-Line/Date

Time Period

New Base-Line/
Date

3.5 CLOCK: Case Studies using the 7P Framework
CLOCK: PARTNER CASE STUDIES USING THE 7P FRAMEWORK

Dimitra, Greece
(Training, Teamwork, Communication, Creative Processes, Life-Skills)
Purpose:
Be ready to enter the job market;
People:	Positive, willing to learn, unemployed freelancers;
Place:
Educational organisation;
Plans:	Creative oriented, cultural oriented, well-structure, intense;
Progress:
Effective communication and working in groups is a step closer to achieving goals;
Points of View: Positive attitude; Constructive discussions; Sharing of knowledge; Networking;
Product:
10 business plans, 3 entrepreneurs (own jobs), 1 social enterprise (7 members);
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Kunstbedrijf Arnhem (New Arts), Netherlands
(Creative Processes, Communication, Coaching, Self-Awareness)
Purpose:	Transfer skills through creative activities in a non-formal setting;
People:	Young people (NEET), theatre worker, rapper, project manager;
Place:
Youth centre and concentration camp;
Plans: 	Six 3 hour workshops to explore what freedom means;
Progress:
Feel valued and socially included;
Points of View:	Distance Travelled; Communication; Self-awareness; Persona; Skills; Creative thinking;
Product:
Movie, 5 Poems, young people developed skills, social inclusion, distance travelled;
www.lorempisum.co.uk
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CEPS, Spain
(Communication, Teamwork, Creative Processes)
Purpose:	Learn strategies about how to communicate collective and personal projects online;
People:
Established and up-and-coming artists;
Place:
Barcelona Civic Centre, Cotxeres Borell;
Plans:	Viral Communication with trans-media, gif and remix experts; 6x2 hour workshops;
Progress:
See shared blog http:/communicacionviral.tumblr.com;
Points of View: 6 points of view: Long term; application and impact of workshop will have to be seen;
Product:
2 Videos, training blog, 14 ‘new communicators’;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Collage Arts, UK (1)
(Communication, Self-Awareness, Teamwork)
Purpose: 	To improve communication, self-awareness and team skills;
People:	Six male level 2 apprentices, experienced musician and vocal coach, radio presenter coach;
Place: 	Chocolate Factory, recording studio and radio production suite;
Plans:
10 workshops; share, demonstrate and imitate; coaching; supporting production;
Progress:	2 special needs learners improved; Better participation of whole group in content creation;
Points of View:	High expectations; enjoyed aspects; improved meeting brief; useful; difficult to establish
relationship;
Product:
Radio show, young people developed skills, social inclusion, distance travelled;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Collage Arts, UK (1)
(Self-Awareness, Communication, Teamwork)
Purpose:	To improve communication, self-awareness and team skills;
People:	2 young street dancers, no experience in film production, a peer tutor, a media professional;
Place:
Chocolate Factory, film production suite;
Plans: 	10 workshops; share, demonstrate and imitate; coaching; supporting production;
Progress:
Skill development; Public presentation of work; Peer Mentor developed editing role;
Points of View: Participants were proud of the product; Film coach: “I did nothing but encourage”;
Product:	Monster Mask Video, young people developed skills, social inclusion, distance travelled;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Kau Academy, Estonia
(Mentoring, Teamwork, Communication, Artisitic Techniques)
Purpose:	Collaborative exchange of practice through cultural entrepreneurship;
People
Artists, designers, mentors, leaders;
Place:
Studio, Skype, office;
Plans:	
Execution from ideation to design and implement a book;
Progress:
Learned skills and multi-disciplinary abilities through steps of entrepreneurship;
Points of View:	Collaborative process of multi-disciplinary skill learning with a goal to produce together;
Product:	Book, designer’s first book resume edition, a publishing angle to organisation, artist learned
skills, aided his career, curator’s second book;
www.lorempisum.co.uk
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Arteria, Poland (1)
(Communication, Coaching, Self-Awareness)
Purpose:	Collaboration between labour market and art students; be ready to enter the job market;
People	Graphic designer, students and entrepreneurs for collaborative work;
Place:
The premises of the University and Companies
Plans: 	Connections, better understanding needs and each other;
Progress:
Collision of artistic ideas with needs of the labour market; effective communication;
Points of View: Communication, business-thinking, creative process, cooperation, new skills;
Product:
Connections between students and businesses;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Arteria, Poland (2)
(Cultural Forms, Communication, Coaching)
Purpose:	To promote design heritage; to engage people in dialogue and to learn new skills; transfer/
share skills/knowledge from professionals to wide public;
People
Graphic designer, students and inhabitants;
Place:	
The premises of the Academy of Fine Arts, the space of town;
Plans:	
Multimedia presentation + workshops; artistic achievements, analysis, art philosophy,
public presentation;
Progress:
Discover heritage and combine with create activities, create public space;
Points of View:	Awareness of history and places, inspirations, dialogue, creative thinking, value of heritage;
Product:	Public presentation of results of teamwork;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Arteria, Poland (3)
Cultural Contexts, Self-Awareness, Communication)
Purpose:	To discover, share and build intercultural dialogue;
People 	Men with intercultural background arrange a platform for cooperation, young people from
different countries;
Place:	
Intercultural groups, non-governmental organisations;
Plans: 	Promote democratic values and active civil society by cultural activities, inspire/realise socialcultural projects, integration;
Progress:	Dialogue, help in formulating and expressing opinions, reaching new ways of expressing;
Points of View:	Openness, tolerance, self-awareness, intercultural dialogue, understanding of difference;
Product:	Change of self-awareness of participants and leader;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Arteria, Poland (4)
(Cultural Contexts, Self-Awareness, Communication)
Purpose:	To promote openness, sharing knowledge and new narratives, new skills;
People 	Social animator, young people, also from different countries, students, inhabitants;
Place:
Cultural centre;
Plans: 	Media lab, teamwork, new technologies, interdisciplinary activities, innovative ways, urban
transformation;
Progress:
A combination of ‘book knowledge’ with relevant experience;
Points of View: Awareness of history and places, various inspirations, dialogue;
Product:	Integration, public presentation of results of teamwork, the websites, graphic products;
www.lorempisum.co.uk
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Arteria, Poland (5)
(Cultural Forms, Self-Awareness, Communication, Life-Skills)
Purpose: 	To transform, reintroduce, and create different behaviours;
People	Visual artists explore various painting techniques with convicted prisoners;
Place:
A prison, public gallery;
Plans: 	Inspire each other, discussion, women’s experience, changing self-awareness of convicted
women;
Progress:
Create teamwork and experience, emotional influence of art;
Points of View:	Inclusion, perception and interpretation, dialogue with interlocutors, creative process,
training;
Product:	Public exhibition of paintings; the opening of the exhibition with the participation of the
convicted women
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Mitra, Slovenia
(Mentoring, Teamwork, Communication, Creative Processes)
Purpose:	To experience steps in making a documentary film; two way direct transfer of knowledge;
People 	Director of photography, director, producer, art professionals, student journalist, artists,
people interested in social criticism;
Place: 	Any place;
Plans:	
Experienced film professionals sharing knowledge by flexible structure; Intense 1 week group
working;
Progress:
From point zero to your own movie to be publicly presented;
Points of View:	Intensive group collaboration; Conflict is welcomed;
Product:	Transferable documentary workshop, public screening at festival Dokudoc, new Authors of
documentary films, 7 short documentaries about different social issues;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Mulab, Italy
(Self-Awareness, Teamwork, Communication, Creative Processes)
Purpose:	To be intense, fresh, innovative, network, practical, creative, social, co-operative, friendly,
playful;
People	Young, unemployed, creative, social, diverse, ethical, discouraged, dynamic, young people;
Place:	
Contemporary, open, shared, involving, creative, public, varied, beautiful;
Plans: 	Non-formal, flexible, shared, intensive, creative, fun, mixed, transversal, harmonious,
adaptable;
Progress:
Clear; Forward; Awareness; Easy; Growth; Exciting;
Points of View: Positive; Promising; Networking; opportunities; Development; Visibility;
Product:	Guru Community, ready to transfer (cascade), videos and photos, narrative projects
on arts, flexible and adaptable project framework, validation/certification, plan for
development in other arts;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

Hope for Children, Cyprus
(Mentoring, Teamwork, Communication, Creative Processes)
Purpose:	To promote well-being and integration through arts;
People 	Artist, Vulnerable young people and professional carers;
Place:
Reception Centre for unaccompanied minors;
Plans:
Use art projects to target development of specific skills;
Progress:
Open and build good communication skills and basic teamwork;
Points of View: Importance of improving communication through dissipating status differences;
Product:	Exhibition, conference, a good start to further develop integration and rehabilitation
through art;
www.lorempisum.co.uk
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Prostor Plus, Croatia
(Coaching, Teamwork, Communication, Creative Processes)
Purpose:	To share encouragement, collective authorship, dissent, thinking outside of the frame, to
initiate, deconstruction, practical work from idea to realisation;
People	Curious, ambitious, socially sensitive, students who are unsatisfied with the system of formal
education;
Place:	
Familiar, non-institutional, informal, safe zone for progress and unsafe zone for presentation;
Plans:	
Deconstruct, analyse, defragment, reconstruct, recombine, flat, non-hierarchical platform,
collective engagement;
Progress:
Subjectivisation; initiative; curiosity; continuity; endurance;
Points of View: Importance of improving communication through dissipating status differences;
Product:
Work in progress, Experience, Subjectivisation, Self-awareness, Continuation;
www.lorempisum.co.uk

These mini-case studies were compiled and presented by ECLN partners
whilst they were testing the ECLN core-curriculum in their respective
countries. Each partner selected 1 individual curriculum component to test
in a cultural learning session and a further 3 other curriculum components
to test alongside 2 other partners. The case studies were structured with an
earlier version of the 7P Framework so that there was a consistency in the
reporting. Using the 7P Framework enabled ECLN partners to recognise
and include diverse individual and country cultural learning practices
whilst constructing and testing a core curriculum. You can use any of the
case studies as a learning resource by inserting the key points from the
details given in the case into the appropriate summary at the top of the
Curriculum and Syllabus Tool. Select and prioritise any competencies from
the 3 strands of activity that you consider are required to deliver that specific
Cultural Learning Session and then reflect on these competencies and assess
whether you have the required competencies for delivering this particular
Cultural Learning session. If not, consider if this is a potential area for your
development. If so, consider if this is a potential new area of work?

3.6 CLOCK: A work-in-progress

Afterword

The ECLN Cultural Learning Open Curriculum
Kit is a work-in-progress. It was formed through
deep reflection, intense dialogue and trial and
error as is typical within our Community of
Practice. It is necessary to be mindful of the
characteristics of our community as creative,
non-formal and independent so this is the first
version that aims to present a wide spectrum of
experience, understanding and practice within
10 European countries. The ECLN partners hope
that you will find the Curriculum, Syllabus and
Tools of use in your own journey as a cultural
learning practitioner and as a member of our
cultural learning community of practice.

Cultural Learning practitioners are most often
freelancers or part-time employees. They have
a portfolio approach to working that enables
more than 50% of their time to be spent on
their own artistic practice. They manage
sequential and simultaneous responsibilities
and juggle a number of projects and roles.
Cultural Learning practitioners tend to be highly
qualified individuals yet they have lacked specific
qualifications for the actual work that they do,
until now. Current local and international market
conditions in the Cultural and Creative sectors
mean that the 3 strands of core activity in Cultural
Learning practice is likely to be extended into 4
strands as the development of entrepreneurial
approaches and competencies move to the fore as
in other sectors. Some people may hold the view
that Cultural Learning practitioners have always
been engaged in developing social and cultural

enterprises yet this has been tempered for several
decades by being able to operate in a mixed
economy of direct and indirect subsidy. Cultural
Learning practitioners, as artists and creative
practitioners, have been increasingly required
to compete for shrinking public and charitable
resources and are now facing a world in which
stakeholder and investor communities need to
be identified and reached, these relationships
need to developed and managed and investment
needs to be sourced that is likely to be matched
with specific deliverables and outcomes. The
Aspire2Create project, another European project
led by Collage Arts has already produced a
blueprint for this 4th strand based on the mining
the tacit competencies of creative entrepreneur
advisers.
(For more information on this project see
http://www.aspire2create.eu/)
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